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CONVERSATIONS ABOUT ART 
Introduction to art theory.  
Anteros Arts Foundation.  
7th November 2019 
 

 
Aesthetics is for the artist as ornithology is for the birds.  
Barnett Newman.  
 
Newman was one of the leading Abstract Expressionist painters of the mid-20th 
century. Specialised in very large scale paintings using a limited colour palette. He 
was also a critic and writer on art with acerbic and often amusing views on his 
subject.  
e.g. “A sculpture is something you trip over when walking backwards to get a better 
view of a painting”.  
 
His celebrated observation about artists and aesthetics appears to be tongue in 
cheek but like many such comments, it contains a significant truth.  
i.e. many artists feel that theory is not relevant to explain what they do as there is no 
way to explain or describe in any theoretical way, the process of artistic creation. Or 
that speaking about art prevents the art from speaking for itself. Certainly, it seems 
true that many artists are suspicious about or reluctant to talk or theorise about their 
work.  
 
Picasso: “As far as I am concerned, a painting speaks for itself. What is the use of 
giving explanations when all is said and done? A painter has only one language”.  

Aesthetics is for the artist as ornithology is for the birds

Barnett Newman. Cathedra. 1957 
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But how do we approach a work such as Cathedra or Girl with a Mandolin without 
some sort of theoretical or critical apparatus. It is not easy to say what is going on 
with art like this and so I would suggest that artists like Newman are precisely the 
ones who benefit from aesthetics and theory.  
 
 
What I hope to do in these talks is challenge Newman’s observation by showing that 
art theory and aesthetics can help explain a work of art. I also want to show that 
using the vocabulary of art theory can help all artists think about, verbalise and 
discuss their work. That will, I hope, enable you to understand your work and other 
works more clearly within the historical and theoretical context.  
 
I want to get us thinking about ways of understanding and appreciating art that are 
perhaps more objective and offer a deeper critical engagement with works of art.   
 
Similarly, many visitors to galleries are suspicious of art that seems to require a high 
level of technical knowledge or understanding of art history and theory. The old 
saying goes that “I don’t know much about art, but I know what I like”. Or, “I judge art 
on whether I would like it on my wall”.  
We might call this the pleasure principle. The idea that art should simply provide 
aesthetic or emotional pleasure. That is fine as far as it goes but is there more to 
appreciating art and should there be more?  
There is a joke that art historians and critics “know a lot about art but don’t know 
what they like” (i.e. they are suspicious of responding to art as pure pleasure). I 
would hope that we can find a point somewhere between the two positions where we 
can take pleasure in art (but also get at a deeper understanding of what makes 
something a work of art - its construction, form, historical context, its importance as a 
cultural phenomenon. So we know what we like and we understand what we like.  
 
 
I want to follow the advice of Leonardo da Vinci: “You must understand what you 
see”.  

Picasso. Girl with a Mandolin. 1910.

“As far as I am concerned, a painting speaks 
for itself. 
What is the use of giving explanations when 
all is said and done? 
A painter has only one language”. 
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Art theory and aesthetics have traditionally sought to answer the question “what is 
art?”. There is no single answer to that. Rather, there are various approaches which 
help us discern the artistic enterprise, help us analyse and understand work of art 
and, I hope, appreciate it more fully.  
 
Ask and answer the question: “how (and why) does an object become valued as a 
work of art?” There are also no right or wrong answers. 
 
In this first lecture, I want to look at some of the most important theories and 
aesthetic ideas that have been used to think about and understand art. We will look 
at others over the following weeks as we study individual art forms and the ideas we 
will be looking at today will recur in other lectures and seminars.  
 
Start with the idea that art should be a realistic representation of the object that the 
artist is presenting as the subject of the work of art. Can art provide this? If not, what 
else is art doing? We will look at some of the other ideas that help us analyse and 
understand art. Art as expression, art as pure form, art as a historical document, and 
how art  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“You must understand what you see”
Leonardo da Vinci
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Art as imitation.  

 
 
This is the oldest of all theories of art, going back to ancient Greek philosophy.  
 
We might describe it as the idea that a work of art should be a copy of something 
that exists “out there” in the world and so should “look like” that thing. So it relates to 
the idea that a work of art should be representative. Traditional idea was that to 
represent something in art meant that you had to make it look exactly like that thing. 
Imitate nature in paint.  
 
So that when we look at a work of “mimetic” or representative art, we can answer the 
question: “what is it?”. 
 
In antiquity, producing work that looked exactly or very like the subject matter was 
the principal purpose of art.  
 
 
Zeuxis and Parrhasios 

 
 
Zeuxis and Parrhasios competition. Z painted grapes so well that birds came to peck 
at them. Parrhasios then showed him his painting hidden behind a curtain. Zeuxis 
went to drawback the curtain to look at the picture. Discovered that the curtain was 
painted so well as to look like a real one. Z had deceived the birds but Parrhasios 
had deceived Zeuxis.  

ART AS IMITATION 
The representation of the 

real world 

Vermeer. View of Delft. 1659-60

Matthäus Merian
Contest between Zeuxis and Parrhasius

1630
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Of course, art is rarely as realistic as this and I would suggest that we probably 
regard too close an imitation of the real object as more a craft, a form of copying 
than an art. Or a form of illusion or trick playing such as trompe l’oeil - it is an 
amusing game but we admire its skill rather than anything else.  

 
 
Deceit is the basis of this highly imitative or mimetic art. Because of this element of 
deceit in extreme copying, Plato (who was born 40 years after Zeuxis) argued that 
art has a rather low status.  
 
The theory comes from Plato’s idea that a painting is a representation that aims to 
reproduce only the appearance or image of an object. 
 
Plato’s theory of forms. For each thing that exists in the world (i.e. a bed), there 
exists a perfect form or Idea of that thing of which the physical object is a copy. A 
painting or other representation of the object is therefore a copy at two removes from 
the Idea or Form. A work of art is a copy of a copy.  
 
What do we think of highly accurate representational or imitative painting? Is it art? 
Do we value it as art?  
 
 
[for discussion - It lacks imagination and inspiration and an expression of feeling  
which we tend to think of as essential to the process of artistic creation.  
Trompe l’oeil makes explicit what art should leave to our imagination. i.e. that there 
is a process of illusionism by which a two dimensional object (the canvas with paint 
on it) is made to look as though it is three dimensional. By making this illusion 
explicit, i.e. explaining it, a major part of the artistic enterprise has been undercut. 
The illusion should be more subtle than this.  
 
Absolutely precise imitation depends on us entering into this game and once the 
game is over, the work loses its point] 
 
So what do we mean by imitation? Is it possible and is it important? When we 
say a work of art is realistic what do we really mean?  

Cornelis Gijsbrechts
Board Partition with Letter Rack and Music Book

1668
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Magritte’s The Treachery of Images (Ceci, n’est pas un pipe) is an interesting 
example of an artist’s view of what constitutes representative art. He is making 
explicit what representative art is doing. 

  
Can we really say that the image contained in a painting or the subject of a sculpture 
is that thing? When we look at the picture of a tree can we say “that is a tree”? 
Magritte says no. When we are looking at a painting of a tree we know that we are 
not looking at a tree but a mere image. But we still say, this is a tree. Why? 
 
What do we mean when we say that a painting is realistic?  

We don’t mean that the image looks exactly like the real thing but that it looks like a 
realistic painting of that thing. i.e. it conforms to our idea of a painting of that object, 
not the object itself.  

We have a mental sense, a vocabulary of realism as it relates to a work of art as a 
work of art so when someone says that a painting of an object does not look like that 
object, what they really mean is that is does not look like their idea of a painting of 
that object. Questions of realistic art are about art as art not about art’s relationship 
to the real world. When we talk about art as art, the real world falls away. Therefore, 
all talk about art is about something else - form, expression, concepts, style, politics, 
religion. Or just paintings about paintings.  

So, we are saying that the painted image stands for and is a substitution for the real 
thing. It is not an imitation and the process of much art has been a moving 
backwards and forwards from notions of imitation and realism.  

This is one sense in which an artist, in trying to create a realistic work, creates an 
illusion.  

The other type of illusion is the relationship between the image and the materials 
from which is constructed. The substituted painted image is, of course, not an image 
of a salmon steak but a set of marks and dashes and movements of paint or pencil 
etc. That is what we really see but we “see in” these marks the image of the salmon 
steak. We say we see a piece of salmon when what we really see is paint. Art is 
about creating this illusion. We shift between the painting as paint and the painting 
as image.   

Rene Magritte. 
The Treachery of Images. 1928-9
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An explicit example of this is Picasso’s Bull’s Head. What do we see here? Simply a 
bicycle seat and handles or the image of a bull’s head?  

“All I did was weld them together but if you were only to see the bull’s head and not 
the bicycle seat and handlebars that form it, the sculpture would lose some of its 
impact”.  

 

 

So you have to see the two parts together but it is impossible to do so 
simultaneously. We have to shift between the two in a series of rapid mental 
manoeuvres. Similarly with a painting. We can just see it as a collection of colours 
and marks and lines or we can see it as these things organised in such a way that 
we see them as an image. The Duck/rabbit. We might see that this is a duck or a 
rabbit, but we cannot see both at exactly the same time.  

Goya. Still Life with three Salmon Steaks. 1808-12

Picasso
Bull’s Head
1942

“if you were only to see 
the bull’s head and not 
the bicycle seat and 
handlebars that form it, 
the sculpture would lose 
some of its impact”. 
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Can we say the same of painting? If we only see what the picture represents and not 
the elements that form it, does the painting lose its impact? The question of the 
relationship between the colours, lines, marks and the image is an important one in 
abstract art. (look at in the talk about painting). 

Some of the art that is often now seen as the starting point for modern, more 
abstract art was criticised at the time for not making its image clear, for being simply 
a mass of unconstructed paint.  

 

Caspar David Friedrich. Monk by the Sea. Is it upside down?  

Whistler. Nocturne in Black and Gold. The Falling Rocket. 1875. Throwing a paint 
pot in the face of the public.  

Duck-Rabbit

Caspar David Friedrich. 
Monk by the Sea. c1810. 

James Whistler. 
Nocturne in Black and Gold. The Falling 

Rocket. 1875
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Once we accept that this mental game is going on and once we accept that the 
subject matter of the work of art is not an exact replica of it then we might say that 
this is where art starts to happen. And a new object, the work of art is born. It looks 
like the real thing but alters it in some way, adds to it, improves on it or makes us see 
things that we might not see in the real thing.  

Of course, the production of exact copies is what photography was able to do. And it 
is particularly striking that once a truly accurate means of imitation was achievable, 
the relationship between art and imitation and representation began to break down. 

 

Turner – Snow Storm. People did not think this looked like a snow storm at sea and 
asked what this painting was – it was criticised for looking like a mass of soap-suds. 

Turner replied saying – “what do people really think a storm at sea looks like?” But 
this painting is one of the first to push hard at the boundaries of representational 
reality.  

And Turner may have asked himself, what is the point of painting accurate 
likenesses of people and street scenes when only four years before something like 
this was being done.  

 

So, Turner’s painting doesn’t represent a storm in an imitative way. We have to say 
that if we are looking at it as a work of art something else must be going on. The 

J.M.W. Turner. 
Snow Storm: Steam-Boat off a Harbour's Mouth. 

1842.

Louis Daguerre. Boulevard du Temple. 1838
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image is a way of carrying something else – form, expression of feeling, emotion or 
idea or belief, pure aesthetic understanding, history or ideology.  
 
In the end, what the picture is “of” is perhaps the least interesting thing about it.  
 
Look at and discuss representation and imitation more when we look at painting and 
the relationship between representational and abstract art.  
 
Art as Expression.  
 

 
We might define expression in a work of art is an outward manifestation of the artist’s 
inner state.  
And this is what is going on in works such as Friedrich’s Monk by the Sea and 
Wanderer above a Sea of Fog. The Romantic idea. The interior mind, the idea of our 
relationship with the infinite and the unknowable. The idea of the individual and their 
relationship with the notion of mental, emotional contemplation. Also gives us the 
idea of the artist as a solitary, isolated genius.  

 
Expression has come to replace “the imitation of nature” as the most respectable job 
description for painting. - Julian Bell.  
 
Start with Tolstoy. What is Art? 1897 
 
Purpose of a work of art is to express and communicate emotions to the 
viewer/audience. The artist must feel that emotion and the work express it so that the 
audience feels it in the same way. 
 

ART AS EXPRESSION

Edvard Munch. Anxiety. 1894

Wanderer above a Sea of Fog. 
1818

“THE ARTIST’S FEELING IS HIS LAW”
Caspar David Friedrich
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For Tolstoy expression was about emotions. But an artist can also express, ideas, 
feelings, attitudes, beliefs which are not necessarily emotions.  
 
So the expression theory is about how artists use the creative process to work out 
and express emotions, feelings, ideas etc.  

 
 
And this is where art can have huge power. Where language cannot express 
emotions, particularly new or unfamiliar ones, art can help. How often do we look at 
a work of art and say that it expresses how we feel or it expresses something that we 
did not know that we felt until we encountered the work? Or that it expresses 
something that we could not put into words.  
 
Artist shows the viewer how that particular feeling might be expressed. What that 
feeling “looks like”. i.e. the artist has a special skill, insight or quality which is 
imparted to the audience.  
 
In the expression theory, art offers special insight into and a way of making emotion 
clear and manifest.  
We the audience look at a work which is full of expression and can say, “yes, this is 
how I feel” or “I can understand how the artist feels”.  
 
But what do we mean when we say that a work of art is expressive?  
 
Does an artist have to undergo those feelings in order to express them in a work of 
art?  
 
Does it have to be a permanent state of feeling throughout the creative process even 
when it is a major piece of work – such as a sculpture? Rodin – Kiss.  
 
Look at van Gogh. Painted very quickly (particularly at the end) and we can perhaps 
say that his work expresses his emotions as he felt them.  
  

Edward Hopper. Night 
Shadows. 1921

“Great art is the outward 
expression of an inner life 
in the artist and this inner 
life will result in his 
personal vision of the 
world”.
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Answer to these questions.  
In 1938, a philosopher called R.G.Collingwood wrote The Principles of Art. For him 
the process of expression was a mental one. Art, he said, consists of the clarification 
of thought and feeling, and not the craft of embodying the thought in external form. 
In other words, it is not about representation, or form or beauty of design but is about 
artistic spirit and feeling. 
 
Expression theory is about a mental state. Collingwood: “A work of art need not be 
what we should call a real thing. It may be what we call an imaginary thing. A work of 
art may be completely created when it has been created as a thing whose only place 
is in the artist’s mind”.  
 
Collingwood: “Works of art are only a means to an end; the end is this total 
imaginative experience which they enable us to enjoy”. 
 
The thing we call the work of art (the painting, sculpture etc) is merely the support, 
the frame on which the idea, emotion, feeling is carried. The art-object is the conduit 
through which these are communicated from one person to the another.  
The real work exists in the form of the ideas in the mind of the creator and of the 
viewer.  
 
If this sounds like the sort of thing that a metaphysical philosopher would say it is, in 
fact, born out in the words of two artists.  
 
Picasso: “I do not know in advance what I am going to put on the canvas any more 
than I decide in advance what colours to use”.  
This is art as an expression of an unconscious or pre-conscious. This is one 
difference between art and craft. In craft, we know what we are going to make and 
how it will look at the end (eg. A table). With art, it is a constantly evolving exercise. 
You never finish a painting/sculpture/poem etc – you merely abandon it.  
 
Francis Bacon. “what happens in making a work of art, comes about in working”. The 
artist is following a “kind of cloud of sensation in yourself but you don’t know what it 
really is. And it’s called instinct. And instinct fixes on certain things that have 
happened in the activity of applying the paint to the canvas”.  
 
This mental and psychological approach which expression theory asks to think about 
is one of the reasons why abstract art lends itself to expression theory. Because the 

Rodin. The Kiss. 1901-2 Van Gogh. Wheat Field with Crows.
July 1890
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subject is not always clear, or can be grotesque or disturbing, we are forced to dig 
more deeply into what is really going on and what is going on is this expression of 
emotions and idea.  
 
It is no co-incidence that Tolstoy’s book was being read and expression theory being 
worked on at the same time as the art movement known as Expressionism was 
developing. Artistic practice and theory were moving hand in hand.  
 
The movement of expressionism is about the primacy of individual feeling and 
emotion. Colour, abstract, movement away from pure form and beauty towards the 
inner meaning. Van Gogh. German Expressionism. 
 

 
 
Kandinsky: aimed for a regeneration of spiritual values, attempted to find an art of 
pure ‘inwardness’, in which colours and lines could communicate psychological and 
emotional meanings directly and without the mediation of subject matter. In this way, 
the first purely abstract paintings came into being. 
 
Kandinsky.  
One of the first artists to theorise about abstract art. On the Spiritual in Art. 1912.  
Interest in Theosophy. Saw art as connected with the spiritual world and the inner 
life.  
Abstract art is about moving away from material, realistic art and so reflects the 
spiritualism and mental and emotional abstraction of theosophy.  
 
“None of us seeks to reproduce nature directly” 
We are seeking to give artistic form to our spiritual experience. To the “inner purpose 
of the particular work”. 
 
The desire to represent inner experience was exemplified by Kandinsky’s gradual 
advance towards abstraction.  
 
Finally he produced painted compositions without any link to objective reality that 
consisted of a pure play of colours and forms analogous to music. This was 
Kandinsky’s highest goal, achieved in such works as Composition V and VII.   
 
Georg Grosz who joined up in the first year of the war but was discharged as unfit after 
six months. He developed a deep hatred of the army and indeed of all life (as can be 

Composition VII. 1913
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seen in this alarming picture – The Lovesick Man) He rejoined the army in 1917 and 
promptly had a breakdown and was admitted to mental hospital.   
 

 
Alexei von Jawlensky: “the artist only utters what he has in himself, not what he sees 
with his eyes”. Jawlensky (a Russian who came to live and work in Germany) was a 
leading member of the Blue Rider group. Jawlensky’s work in the period just before 
WWI (“Solitude”) stripped away all extraneous detail and concentrated on pure line 
and colour arriving at a near abstract series of blocks colour. It is unclear what the 
black structure in the foreground might be, but I think that we should see it as a form 
of cross, a highly abstracted tree or, if we accept Jawlensky’s words that the artist only 
utters what he has in himself, this could represent a human figure. The title of this work 
is “Solitude” which suggests the sort of alienation in the face of the natural world.  
 
 

 
 
Of course one of the major expressionist movements of the 20th century was the 
Abstract Expressionism and we will look at this when we consider painting in a 
couple of weeks’ time.  
 
 

George Grosz
The Lovesick Man

1916

Alexei von Jawlensky
Solitude

1912

“the artist only utters what he has in himself, not what he sees with his eyes”.
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Art as Form. Formalism.  
 
 
Formalism distinguishes a work of art’s form – its lines, shapes, colour, tone, 
brushwork and the relationship between them - from its illustrative content. i.e. what 
scenes, people, actions it represents.  
 
So the subject matter of a set of artworks may be the same. But the formal qualities 
of it – colour, material, line, shape – may be different – eg a painting of a kiss, a 
sculpture etc… Concentrating on those elements is what we mean by formalism  
 
Because these formal elements which make up the composition can be considered 
and enjoyed independently of the content of the picture, some formalists take a 
purist approach and argue that representation is incidental to art. i.e. when we look 
at a work of art, what we should we be considering and thinking about is its form.  
 
One of the most important writers on art as Formalism was Clive Bell – “Art” (1914) 
who argued that for something to be a work of art, it needed to have “significant 
form” which he defined as “lines and colours combined in a particular way, certain 
forms and relations of forms, [that] stir our aesthetic emotions”. 
 
It is form we should attend to above all else. It is form that makes a work a piece of 
art and makes us consider the work as art. By responding to the formal elements of 
a work we are properly considering the work as art.  
 
Bell as a great champion of the work of Cezanne. “All objects in nature are shaped 
like spheres, cylinders and cones”  
 

ART AS PURE FORM

Brancusi. Bird in Space. 1923
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Mont St Victoire. C did not simply want to reproduce landscape but transform it into 
an autonomous equivalent in paint – “Art is a harmony parallel to nature”. So, if 
nature is a series of geometric shapes, so is a painting of nature. It must show those 
forms. A rectangle with a triangle on top.  
C. freed painting from its dependency on reality as a model. Trees, houses etc are 
not really trees etc. Cezanne - aim is “to see like a person who has just been 
born”.  
 
It seems to me that the Mont St Victoire paintings which show an increasingly 
abstract view of the landscape say very little about this place as a place. They say 
little about Cezanne’s feelings about or connection to the place. They are studies in 
how a painter can show the world about him in pure simple forms and structures.  
 
To an extent all art (at least pre-20th century art) is a combination of form and content 
and the artist attempts to bring the two together.  
 
But the formalist critic would always concentrate on the formal elements of the 
painting at the expense of the content – or subject matter.  
 
 
 
 
 

Cezanne. 
Mont St Victoire.

1904, 1905 and 1906.
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Raphael – concentrate on the formal structure of composition.  
 
 
If we were to follow Clive Bell and the strict formalists, the proper response to 
images such as these would be purely in respect of their form, the lines and shapes 
that create the structure or the relationship between the colours. 
 
Titian – Assumption of the Virgin. How do we analyse this in terms of pure form? 
What does this tell us about the subject matter?  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Raphael
The Engagement of the Virgin. 1504 The Canigiani Madonna. 1507

Titian. 
The Assumption 
of the Virgin.
1515-1518.
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Abstract art. The notion of pure formalism (i.e. divorced from any representational 
baggage) works best with abstract art. And Bell developed his theories of form at 
exactly the time that the highly abstract minimalist art of the early 20th century was 
being created.  
 
For Bell, whether an artwork possesses representational content is always strictly 
irrelevant. And in the 20th century, art started to dispense with just this 
representational content. By getting rid of, or radically reducing, representational 
content, we are looking to arrive at a sort of pure art.  

 
 
Kazimir Malevich. (1878-1935) 
Black Square 1915.  
 
Malevich disdained traditional representational art.  
Art should be useless. It should never seek to satisfy material needs. Artist must 
maintain spiritual independence. And art must show formal independence by 
reducing its connexion with identifiable representations of the external world. 
  
We call this movement Suprematism – which asserts the supremacy of pure form.  
 
“In 1913, in my desperate attempts to free art from the ballast of the concrete world, I 
fled to the form of the square”. “Before it there were naïve deformities and copies of 
nature”.  (Malevich) In 1915, Malevich painted the Black Square. 
 
This was the decisive step towards 20th century abstract painting. i.e. a complete 
break with the realism and the need to paint a picture “of” something.  
 

Malevich 
Black Square. 

1915

“In my desperate attempts to free 
art from the ballast of the concrete 
world, I fled to the form of the 
square….
Before it, there were naïve 
deformities and copies of nature”. 
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“I have broken the boundary of colour limits. I have emerged into white. The free 
white sea, infinity, lies before you”.  
White on white. 1918.  
 
Mondrian. Working with similar approach. Art reduced to pure geometric forms – the 
straight line and pure colour – primary colours and black and white. “Formulate an 
ideal harmonic counterweight to the experienced creatureliness of nature”. Art 
drifting away from all connection with representation and the traditional illusionism 
used by painters. Look at this in more detail when we look at painting.  
 

 
The theory of formalism is loosely connected with an 18th century idea that sought to 
see the true response to art - a truly aesthetic experience - as being what was called 
“disinterested”. In other words, you responded only to the beauty or the form (the 
look) of the work of art rather than to any substantial meaning or story or personal 
link that you had with the art. What should appeal is the form, the design. And if it 
has an effect on us it must be at an intellectual, imaginative or spiritual level.  
 
e.g. if we look at the Raphael paintings and, instead of judging them by their form 
responded to them only as works of religious devotion designed to inspire Christian 
feeling then this is not a true aesthetic response. Similarly, if we respond to the 
Cezanne paintings simply by saying that they remind us of our holiday in Provence, 
then we are not engaging with it as a work of art. We are taking a personal approach 
to the art, rather than a disinterested one.  
 

Malevich 
White on White

1918

“I have broken the boundary of 
colour limits. 
I have emerged into white.
The free white sea, infinity, 

lies before you”. 

Mondrian. 
Composition no. ii with red and blue. 

1929. 
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But ultimately, we might see this as an unsatisfactory way of looking at paintings 
such as these. It is a rather purist and narrow way of seeing. It can be a little bleak. 
This is art as intellectual or spiritual exercise. To look at these images in terms of 
form is to get only part of the sense of them. It also means that a lot of what we think 
of as art may not qualify as art because we are not thinking about it in terms of its 
form. Religious art would not qualify, work that has a political or ideological element, 
some portraiture.  
 
Art as History, politics and ideology. 
 
The opposite of this approach to a work of art is the historical, political, ideological 
response to art. Included in these are feminist or Marxist accounts of art.  
 
This is an attempt to understand a work of art more fully through knowledge of their 
historical, political or ideological context. By looking at them as documents carrying a 
meaning beyond their form. So we start to read the work of art as we would a written 
work.  
 
 

 
 
 
Malevich – we really understand his work when we view it in the context of the 
politics of the time. An art that reflected and produced the atmosphere of the Russian 
Revolution. The Revolution was aiming to produce a new society and the artists of 
the time reflected this upheaval by producing a completely new art. Almost wiping 
the slate clean and starting again.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ART AS HISTORY, POLITICS and IDEOLOGY
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What do these images tell us about women artists? 
 

 
 
 
 
Look at Dutch painting in context of their history. As a way of understanding what is 
really going on in the images and why they were painted. We can look at still life 
painting in the context of imitation – how far it looked like the subject matter and we 
could also see it in terms of pure form – colour, brushwork, use of paint to create 
reflection. But ultimately is this just looking at art as a decorative object or a matter of 
admiring the artists’ skill in handling the materials? If art is to be more than just a 
decorative object, then we need to understand and analyse the wider context.  
 
What is going on in a Dutch still life. It is about Dutch culture of display, wealth, but 
also a sort of morality tale, vanitas image warning of placing too much stress on that 
wealth. It tells us about the complex relationship the 17th century Dutch had towards 
their great wealth and the products of that wealth.  

 

Judith and Holofernes

Abraham van Beyeren
Large Still Life with Lobster 

1653
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On the one hand these were the signs of hard work and successful trading skills. 
They were the rewards for all the struggles the Dutch had gone through as a nation 
But with the wealth that came as a result of this work, came anxieties about the 
moral consequences of that wealth. It was good to be successful and rich but what 
you don’t do with your success is start spending money on meaningless luxuries.  
 
They wanted the success that came with hard work but were uncomfortable about 
what to do with the material rewards. Treading the line between these positions was 
difficult.  
A great deal of Dutch painting addresses this moral dilemma.  
 
Food Still life. Culminating in the most lavish known as a Pronkstilleven (from the 
Dutch Pronk, meaning ostentation).  
Abraham van Beyeren’s Still Life with Lobster. Was it right to spend so much 
money on gold goblets, silver plates and Venetian glass, expensive food, green velvet 
etc? These were genuine questions for the Dutch and these paintings address them. 
And so these pronkstilleven are, in a sense, a warning.  
 
This is the sort of thing that art history is interested in rather than art theory.  
 
If we take this historical approach then it is possible to see the meaning and 
significance of a work of art shifting over time.  
 

 
 
 
An example would be portraits of Charles I. Our understanding of them changes 
given that we know what happened to him after they were painted. Their context 
changes and so their meaning changes.  
 
What do we think about when we see this painting?  
A work that is designed to portray the grandeur and power of the king becomes 
about vanity, failure, arrogance.  
How would it have been viewed in 1635? How would it have been viewed in 1655? 
How would it be viewed by someone with no knowledge of English 17th century 
history?   

Anthony van Dyck.
Charles I on 
Horseback.

1635
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What might have been created as a study in political power and success, is 
altered by its historical context into a study of political failure. Or at least that is 
how we see it and we need to work hard to put ourselves into the position of those 
who painted this work or saw it when it was first painted. And this suggests that it 
can be difficult, if not impossible to view a work of art objectively. 
 
 
The end of art. Institutional Theory.  
Finish with what is called the institutional theory that was developed in the late 20th 
century to understand and accommodate radical changes in what artists were 
creating and what we understood as art.  
 
Institutional theory. (a procedural definition – i.e. social practices which 
change the status of work of art rather than any intrinsic features of the work 
in question. Contrast with functional definition which concentrates on the 
purposes which a work of art serves – to give pleasure, express emotion etc).  
 
How do we approach a work of art that is, on the face of it, not a representation of 
something or an abstract study or a piece of original design but is simply the display 
of the real thing itself or an exact replica of it? How is this art? And how do we 
analyse it in an artistic context?  

 
This was first asked about Andy Warhol’s Brillo Boxes. Arthur Danto: “why was it a 
work of art when the objects which resemble it exactly are mere things, or at best, 
mere artifacts?” This is not a trick like a trompe l’oeil. We do not approach the boxes 
thinking that they are real boxes and then discover that they are not (or approach 
Damien Hirst’s Shark thinking it is a real shark only to discover that it is an illusion – 
it is the real thing). Warhol’s boxes are made from plywood but are, to all intents the 
boxes themselves. We cannot discriminate between them and the real thing without 
touching.  
 
Andy Warhol’s Brillo Boxes are precise copies of commercial packaging. We might 
analyse them in the context of the imitation theory of art but really they raise 
questions about how we identify and value something as art.  
 

Andy Warhol
Brillo Boxes

1964

“What makes the difference between a 
Brillo Box and art consisting of a Brillo Box is 
a certain theory of art. To see it as part of 
the artworld, one must have mastered a 
good deal of artistic theory as well as a 
considerable amount of the history of recent 
New York painting. It could not have been 
art fifty years ago”. 
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Warhol has taken a mundane commercial product and transformed it into a work of 
art. How did that transformation happen?  
 

The answer was developed in the institutional theory of aesthetics developed 
by Arthur C. Danto and George Dickie. This theory argues that what determines 
whether something should be viewed as a work of art depends on what those 
involved with its creation and those involved in the art world generally (critics, 
curators, gallery owners, teachers etc) decide should be a work of art.  
 
It is an idea focused on the ‘art world’ as the source of aesthetic values. So the 
context in which a work of art is created and is received and then discussed and 
displayed is what is important. It is about an object that has the right sort of idea or 
interpretation behind it.  
 
Danto: “What makes the difference between a Brillo Box and art consisting of a Brillo 
Box is a certain theory of art. To see it as part of the artworld, one must have 
mastered a good deal of artistic theory as well as a considerable amount of the 
history of recent New York painting. It could not have been art fifty years ago”.  
 
i.e. the context (which is defined by people in the artworld) tells us whether 
something is a work of art.  
 
This theory is to a large extent a response to huge changes in what was presented 
as art early in the 20th century. Most famously perhaps, Duchamp’s “Fountain”.  

 
 

Duchamp wanted to exhibit this in New York at an exhibition of the Society of 
Independent Artists: “The Fountain may be a very useful object in its place, but its 
place is not in an art exhibition and it is, by no definition, a work of art.’  
 

Marcel Duchamp. 
Fountain. 

1917. 
Photograph by Alfred Stieglitz

“I was interested in ideas – not 
merely in visual products. I 

wanted to put painting once 
again at the service of the mind”
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Duchamp upset about this, not least because the society was supposed to have no 
jury judging works and was supposed to accept all submitted work.  
 
Fountain was taken up in an art magazine called Blind Man in which Stieglitz’s 
photograph was shown. ‘Mr Mutt’s fountain is a fixture that you see every day in 
plumbers’ shop windows. Whether Mr Mutt with his own hands made the fountain 
has no importance. He CHOSE it. He took an ordinary article of life, placed it so 
that its useful significance disappeared under the new title and point of view – 
created a new thought for that object”. We will look at these found or ready-made 
objects in the context of sculpture lecture.  

 
The point of this is that for the first time, items that are in everyday use for a 
practical purpose were being presented as art works and the argument for it as a 
work of art was that important people (not necessarily all) thought it was. Here the 
exhibition committee did not agree but a whole range of other artists, critics and 
writers were ranged against them to say that it could be seen as art. 
 
This began a completely new way of looking at art and exhibiting it. Which has 
given us work such as this. Tracey Emin – My Bed.  

 
 
 
What do we think?  
 
Danto saw this new way as a meaning that there are no stylistic constraints. This is 
a post-historical or postmodern idea that there is no special way that works of art 
have to be. Art then floats free of its history and theory and we have arrived, 
according to Danto, at the end of art.  
 
He does not mean that there is no longer any art or way of creating art, but that the 
artworld is such a fluid and open thing and so much can be seen as art that the 
normal, traditional ways in which art is defined and discussed have broken down.  
 
The critique of this is that it becomes circular and self-referential. The artworld 
decides what art is. The artworld is made up of people who know and decide. The 
artists are in the artworld. Therefore the artists get to decide what is should be part 

Tracey Emin
My Bed
1998
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of the artworld. We have therefore a closed coterie of insiders who both create the 
art and decide what art is.  
 
Danto and others would say that it is non-elitist and open.   
It leaves the concept of art so open that almost anything can be a work of art. 
Including what we call outsider art - art produced outside ordinary artistic 
structures - “characterised by spontaneity and pronounced inventiveness, owing 
as little as possible to conventional art and cultural clichés, and created by 
anonymous people outside professional artistic circles”.  
 


